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2011 Long's Chapel Vision Presentation Meetings and Feedback 

In March of 2011, the Vision Team completed a proposed "Love 1.8" vision document (see attached) 
to hopefully give focus for LCUMC for the next 5+ years. Vision information was then shared with the 
congregation throughout 2011 by holding 15 "presentation and feedback" sessions (see following for 
meeting specifics).  

The typically 1.5 hour meeting format was as follows: Chuck Wilson (Sr. Pastor) moderated and 
presented the majority of the information; Alan Mears (Assoc. Pastor) shared one section; questions 
were offered for written feedback; and a verbal question & answer session followed. Preston Jones 
(Vision Team chair and Building Committee chair) also took part in the Q&A.  

(The complete written response data is available on the Long's Chapel website.) 

 

2011 Vision Presentation Meetings and Attendance 
 

Group Date 
New/Repeat 
Attendees 

Comments 

Focus Group 1 April 13, 2011 17/0 8 Admin Team plus 9 invited guests 

Focus Group 2 April 26, 2011 19/10 Church Council 

Focus Group 3 May 9, 2011 9/4  

Congregational 
Presentation 1 

May 16, 2011 40/9  

Congregational 
Presentation 2 

June 14, 2011 36/8  

Focus Group 4 June 20, 2011 7/6  

Focus Group 5 July 18, 2011 5/4  

Congregational 
Presentation 3 

July 18, 2011 31/7  

Nancy Bishop's SS class July 24, 2011 14/1 "18-30+" Young Adults at 11:00AM* 

Congregational 
Presentation 4 

August 15, 2011 33/6  

Congregational 
Presentation 5 

Sept. 19, 2011 8/7  

Congregational 
Presentation 6 

Oct. 24, 2011 3/3  

8:30 Sonshine SS class Nov. 13, 2011 23/12 Meeting lasted ~ 0.5 hr. 

9:45 Koinonia SS class Nov. 13, 2011 20/21 Meeting lasted ~ 0.5 hr. 

Congregational 
Presentation 7 

Nov. 14, 2011 3/5  

Total = 15 Sessions 4/13 – 11/14/11 268/103  
 

* Due to the specific age group, special questions were responded to at this session, 
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Simple analysis of the feedback (merely by grouping perceived similar input) was done, and 
following are summary perceptions of that effort:  

 

• Question: Do you believe Long's Chapel has an overcrowding issue? Have you personally 
been impacted? 

192 total responses were grouped into three general categories –  
     (1) belief that LCUMC has an overcrowding problem that needs correction,  
     (2) belief that the issue does not require action, and  
     (3) feedback that seemed to fall somewhere "in-between" and was therefore categorized as   
         "neutral." 

Based on the groupings chosen, 69% stated that the issue needs to be addressed; 33% of these 
focused on common areas constrictions, and 21% focused on the impact our constrictions have on 
fellowship efforts. 

13% of respondents felt the issue did not require action.  

18% were generally neutral in feedback and 41% of this group held the view that the 
overcrowding occurred only intermittently. 

Data: 

(1) Overcrowding is an Issue that Needs to be Addressed (132 responses = 69%) 

Focus directed toward Common Areas (43 responses = 33%) 

Focus directed toward Fellowship Impact (28 responses = 21%) 

Focus directed toward Sunday school (20 responses = 15%) 

Focus directed toward 9:40 Service (12 responses = 9%) 

"General" Overcrowding Comments (29 responses = 22%) 

(2) Non-Agreement (25 responses = 13%) 

(3) Generally Neutral Response (35 responses = 18%) 

Overcrowding Occurs only at Certain Times (15 responses = 43%) 

Prefer a "Full" Feeling (5 responses = 14%) 

General (17 responses = 49%) 

 

• Question: Do you agree with the position that the overcrowding in and between Sunday 
services is a hindrance to our collective witness at Long's Chapel? 

189 total responses were received, and 66% of those felt our overcrowding is a hindrance to 
our ministry at LC (25% of these individuals felt the overcrowding affects our general fellowship).  

18% do not believe the overcrowding rises to a level of being considered a "hindrance." 

Data: 

Responses agreeing that overcrowding is a hindrance (125 responses = 66%) 

Fellowship-related (31 responses = 25%) 

Visitor-related (14 responses = 11%) 

General (80 responses = 64%) 

Disagreement Voiced (30 responses = 16%) 

Neutral Opinion (34 responses = 18%) 
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• Question: Does the vision as presented adequately address the concerns you believe should 
be included? 

174 total responses were received and, of these, 64% were generally satisfied with the content 
of the presentation.  

Of the 36% desiring more (or different) information, 31% of these asked for more information, 
19% stated current economic issues as reason for concern, and 8% believed any new construction 
should first be directed toward a education facility instead of the sanctuary/gathering space 
proposal. 

Data: 

Generally Satisfied (111 responses = 64%)   

Satisfaction Lacking (62 responses = 36%) 

More Information Desired (19 responses) 

Overriding Economic Concerns (12 responses) 

Suggested "Brick & Mortar" Redirections: 

Education Building (5 responses) 

Youth Center (4 responses) 

Other Construction (7 responses) 

Additional Issues (15 responses) 

 

• Question: What aspect of this presentation was most impactful to you?   

172 total responses were received; see the following data for allocated presentation impact: 

Data: 

General or Presentation Examples – 79 

Specific "areas" of the vision - 72: 

Project 2021-Related (Samaria) - 34 

Multiple Vision Areas - 17 

Campus Constraints-Related (Jerusalem) - 11 

Open Door-Related (Judea) - 9 

Missions "To the End of the Earth" - 1 

Suggestions - 21 

 

 

 

 

Respectfully submitted, 
Preston Jones 

12/31/11 
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Vision of Long's Chapel United Methodist Church 

“Therefore, go and be my witnesses in Jerusalem and all Judea, in Samaria  
and even to the ends of the earth.” (Acts 1.8) 

Long's Chapel is living this command of Jesus, and it is the basis for our vision: 

• We gather together as a congregation for the purpose of "reaching people for becoming fully 
devoted followers of Jesus Christ."  

• We reach people through commitment to being a life transforming fellowship where God's grace 
brings unbelievers to faith, grows believers into servants, and deploys servants who 
transform the world.  

• Attitudes we continually exercise within all our ministries are reflected in the following phrases and 
word-pictures:   

o Long's Chapel is a place of Grace -- a place where each person is accepted and valued in a 
loving atmosphere wherever they are in life's journey. 

o Long's Chapel is a Safe Harbor -- a place where people can seek shelter from the storm, a 
place where brokenness is mended. 

o Long's Chapel is a Greenhouse -- a place of spiritual growth and nurturing relationships. 

o Long's Chapel is a place of Service -- a place of outward focus, missions, and witnessing as 
opposed to an inward "serve us" focus. 

o Long's Chapel is a place of Celebration -- a place where people can experience God through 
innovative, joyful, and passionate worship. 

We summarize the above with our vision expression: 

"LOVE 1.8" 

 

March, 2011 Vision Attainment Status Report 

Challenges that limit the attainment of our vision with excellence include: 

• Overcrowding in worship that hinders our ability to bring unbelievers to faith and grow believers into servants 

• Overcrowding and challenging layouts in our community spaces (the gathering area, access hallways, etc.) 
that deliver a mood of confusion to first-time guests that many do not overcome. 

• Most all facility ministry spaces are presently at maximum capacities, and these limit our growth capability in 
other ministry opportunities. 

• Ongoing mortgage debt is limiting our opportunity to implement the solutions needed to address the above 
hindrances. 

 

Actions for addressing these Challenges and for Reaching our Vision  
(Note: many of these should be done within parallel timeframes.) 

As we continue with our powerful on-site ministry activities, in addition we must: 

• Continue outreach to the "ends of the earth" as led by Missions Committee (and others) 

• Quickly pay off our debt; then continue this cash flow stream by beginning to raise funds for future needs 
while continuing our strong missions focus 

• Proceed with plans for a Phase 1 building project (Love 1.8.1) that corrects on-site worship space, campus 
design issues, and community space constrictions. 

• Reach more of the younger adult generation through both new digital communications on site and a new faith 
community off site (Project 2021) 

• Reach an underserved community (Open Door clients) through additional worship capabilities 

• Provide revitalization support to other Methodist congregations (as requested) 

• Become more intergenerational-focused in our ministries on site 

3/28/11 

 


